
FROM THE PASTOR’S DESK 

MARY’S “YES” AND OUR “YES.” 
 I can never forget, as most priests never forget, the day of their ordination.  Saturday, November 12, 
1988 was an overcast, cloudy day.  However, not one of us seven new priests were “overcast” on that morn-
ing in Saint Patrick’s Cathedral as we received the Sacrament of Holy Orders from the late Cardinal John 
O’Connor.  The ordination Mass is such a beautifully touching ritual.  
 During one point in the Mass, all the bishops and priests place their hands on the heads of the candi-
dates for ordination.  To me that was such a moving experience.  As I knelt there and saw so many good 
priests whom I had known over the years blessing me, I started to tear up.  The guy kneeling alongside of me, 
in a loud stage whisper muttered, “Stop crying!  You’re a priest now!’ 
 Later on when I told that story, a friend of mine said, “Maybe if you had known all the problems 
ahead, you would have cried more!”  Well, maybe he had a point.  But despite all the “ups and downs” which 
are part of every life, the priesthood is truly a wonderful vocation.   
 Comparable to a priest’s ordination is the wedding day for a couple so much in love.  Husband and 
wife recite their vows and pledge to be true to each other “In good times and in bad, in sickness and in health 
until death do us part.”  Of course, through the years as I have witnessed marriages, I have seen brides and 
grooms tear up too at the moment they give their consent in church.  It is a powerful moment. 
 Marriage as we know is a union that is both sacred and serious.  Not knowing what the future holds 
for both of them, couples commit themselves for life, just the way the priest does at ordination.  It is their 
“yes” to God.  Today when we think about it, commitment and sacrifice are not too popular anymore.  There 
are priests who have left the ministry.  Certainly we all know about married couples who have split up and 
divorced.  Obviously, this is not the scenario that God intended in the beginning! 
 However, “life” as we might say, with all its problems and stresses often gets in the way.  Certainly, 
it is not easy to remain faithful to the Church or to one’s partner for an entire lifetime.  Without God’s grace 
it is impossible.  Perhaps we might look to one person who truly fulfilled her God given vocation to the Lord 
without “copping out.”  Her name was Mary and this week on March 25th, we celebrate one of her great 
feasts-the Annunciation. 
 The Annunciation refers to the event in the Gospel where the Archangel Gabriel came to Mary as 
God’s messenger and asked her to be the Mother of God.  After a brief clarification, Mary gave her consent to 
the angel-her “Yes” to God.  She said, “I am the Handmaid of the Lord, may it be done to me according to 
your word.”  As Carryl Houselander wrote in her book, The Reed of God: “Our Lady said yes.  She said yes 
for us all.  Our Lady said yes for the human race.  Each one of us must echo that yes for our own lives.” 
 At times in life, it is not easy to say yes when there is suffering and pain.  However, we should look 
to Mary and her great example in order to gain courage and strength.  When she uttered her “Yes” at the An-
nunciation, Mary did not know the extent of the troubles that she would have to endure as the Mother of 
God.  In fact, she had seven great sorrows in her life. 
 Our Blessed Mother “stayed the course”-she did not run away either but remained always faithful to 
the will of God for our lives. 
      
 
        Sincerely in Christ, 
 
 
        Father Jerome 
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